We will take almost all baked goodies -- homemade or storebought. Our only restriction with the type of item is that we cannot accept treats that require refrigeration or being in the freezer. Outside of that, all baked goodies are welcome!

**Where are the cookies going?**

Cookies will be distributed across our 24-hour enhanced shelters. Please bundle cookies in sets of 24. Bundles *do not* have to all be in the same bag, but we need them in this increment to spread things equitably across the shelters. If you would like to make cookies for all of the shelters you would need 12 bundles. (Approximately 300 cookies.)

**Dietary Restrictions?**

All donated cookies must be delivered with a typed* recipe card or list of ingredients. Please take extra care to note if you are doing any substitutes (vegan butter for regular butter, a coconut blend for regular milk, etc.) many vegan/vegetarian substitutes are made from tree nuts. If you are unsure of what your substitute is made of, you can jot down the brand and our team can double-check it for you. Once goodie bags arrive at Compass, our team will be color-coding bags with all allergens flagged before distributing them to the shelters.

*We need the homemade recipe cards typed so there are no issues with reading handwriting as our team is sorting the bundles that night.

Cookies must be dropped off at the SLU office by 4pm on Monday Dec. 20th

*Please do not deliver cookies before the 15th
*Make an appointment with Jennifer if you wish to deliver over the weekend

Text/call Jennifer, Community Engagement Manager, with questions 206-719-9137

Share photos of your cookie baking crew on social media by tagging Compass or with #CompassCookieExtravaganza